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Introduction

ing and communication do not completely overlap,
more available bandwidth implies that more of the
database can be searched in a given amount of time.
Thus, the available network bandwidth has a direct
impact on the accuracy of the recognition module.
We consider architectures that facilitate incremental database searches employing successivelyrefinable object models that encode object properties
in a coarse-to-fine hierarchy. We further develop computational performance models for these recognition
modules in terms of parameters describing the architecture and the available network bandwidth. The
computational models are combined with empirical
recognition accuracy results for actual synthetic aperture radar imagery and directly relate accuracy to the
available network bandwidth as a case study.

Automatic recognition can be formulated as a search
over a database of object models for the model class
that is most likely to have yielded a given observation. An automatic recognition system may be implemented as a collection of processors which share
an imaging sensor platform. Such a system may be
one module of a larger, interconnected system with
both the object model database and interconnection
network operating as shared resources. Examples include a recognition process executing on a computing
platform, sharing a bus and magnetic storage media with other applications, and a network of embedded recognition systems sharing an object model
database.
In many cases, a recognition module can be designed so that, at any given time, the classification
decision represents the most likely object class found
up to that time. In this way, the accuracy of a
classification depends upon the extent of the model
database searched prior to making a decision. Decisions can be made incrementally, with an initial
classification successively refined as the search proceeds. For such systems, it is desirable to map the
recognition algorithm to the available architecture in
such a way that the probability of classification error
decreases rapidly at the beginning of the search.
For a given average number of observations classified per unit time, the fraction of the database that
can be searched depends upon both the module’s
computational resources and the bandwidth available for communicating with the model database.
For a given architecture and assuming that process-
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Successive Refinability

Objects imaged by a sensor platform may exhibit
a wide variability in pose relative to the platform.
Finding the most likely explanation for a given observation involves a search over all possible objects and
all poses of those objects. Presumably, the number
of distinct object classes recognizable by a module
is finite, however their poses are continuous-valued
with six or more degrees of freedom. Object pose
can be discretized, but accounting for pose variation
can easily dominate the search time due to the many
possible combinations of pose parameters.
Classification decisions can be successively refined
by basing an initial decision on a coarse discretization of object pose and successive decisions on more
finely discretized pose [1]. The average accuracy of a
∗ This work is supported in part by the DARPA VLSI Phorecognition algorithm can be represented as a functonics Program under grant DAAL01-98-C-0074, by the Boeing Foundation, and by the Oﬃce of Naval Research grant tion f(γ; αatr ), where γ characterizes the extent of
refinement or, equivalently, the fraction of the model
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database searched and αatr is a parameter vector
characterizing the recognition problem. Refinable decisions are facilitated through object models that are
successively refinable over pose. Such models represent objects with high pose resolution in terms of
low pose resolution models with some incremental information. A recognition module which has already
received a low resolution model can be sent a high
resolution model by communicating only the incremental information needed. The accuracy f(γ; αatr )
can be determined empirically over a collection of
sample data for a given recognition problem.
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Figure 1: Probability of classification error versus
average required bandwidth for several observation
classification times.

From knowledge of the algorithm employed and the
module architecture, computational models can be
constructed for the rate at which the object model
database is searched [2]. This rate, R(αcomp, BW) is
the number of discrete combinations of object pose
and class considered per second and is a function
of the computational resources described by αcomp
and the available network bandwidth, BW. Given a
computational architecture αcomp and time limits on
observation classification, the extent of the database
searched, and hence the accuracy f, depend upon the
available network bandwidth.
To search through some fraction γ of the database
requires that b(γ) bits be transmitted to the recognition module and the module must spend Tproc (γ)
seconds processing. If each observation must be classified in Tclass seconds and there is no overlap between
processing and communication, then the minimum
available bandwidth must be
b(γ)
BW (γ) =
.
Tclass − Tproc (γ)

bandwidth, shorter required classification times result in lower classification accuracy.
Analyses of this type can be useful during the research, design, and operation of object recognition
systems. The accuracy-bandwidth curve can serve as
a measure of how quickly a given database search algorithm locates likely explanations for observations
and can be used to compare competing algorithms.
During system design, the analysis points to the network bandwidth that must be reserved for a recognition module in order to meet design goals on accuracy
and throughput. Finally, for an operating unit, the
accuracy-bandwidth curve characterizes the change
in recognition accuracy if network bandwidth must be
dynamically reallocated to higher priority processes.
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